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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10098-10064
Chief of Station, Mexico City

Chief, EE
VIA Chief, MI
DITTAG/Operational
Traces - Bohumil JIRKAL, official Czech Embassy, Mexico City

REFERENCE: HWMA-22193 dated 27 September 1963

1. Forwarded herewith as an attachment is a biographic data sheet containing full Headquarters traces on Bohumil JIRKAL (201-735943) who, according to LIVIRE, has replaced Zbynek SAWEHL as chauffeur at the Czech Embassy in Mexico City.

2. It is requested that any additional biographic information which becomes available on Subject be forwarded to Headquarters. Also, we are interested in obtaining Subject’s home address in Mexico including, if possible, a photo of JIRKAL.

Dorcas R. Weisberg

Oliver C. Calboum

Attachment: HEREWITH
Bio Data Sheet

Distribution:
3 - COS, Mexico City w/2 cys att

24 OCT 1963
19 October 1963
Name: Bohumil JIRKA (201-7359k)

Position: Chauffeur, Czech Embassy, Mexico City

Most Recent Information on File: September 1963

Nationality: Czech

Date of Birth: 12 July 1927 in Prague

Passport: 004073 held in 1963

Marital Status: Wife - Ema ara (Emma) JIRKALOVA
Born ca. 1931
Passport 004074

Daughter - Jitka JIRKALOVA
Born 4 August 1961

Son - Bohumil JIRKA
Born 20 December 1958

Employment:

December 1961
Diplomatic courier

September 1963
Chauffeur, Czech Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico

Travels:

12 December 1961
Bolivia-Argentina
With Josef HLUCHY (diplomatic courier)

13 September 1963
Arrived Mexico City
With wife and family

According to a usually reliable sensitive source, Bohumil JIRKA and Josef HLUCHY, both identified as diplomatic couriers, arrived in Argentina from La Paz on 12 December 1961. They were met at the airport by Karel KRAL and Erhard SALAMON, members of the Czech IS permanently assigned to the Czech Legation in Buenos Aires.

LIFIRE reported that Bohumil JIRKA arrived in Mexico on 13 September 1963 to replace Zbynek SANONIL as chauffeur at the Czech Embassy. JIRKA was accompanied by his wife, Emma, and children, Jitka and Bohumil.

As possible traces we include the following:

A usually reliable sensitive source said in June 1962 that one (fam) JIRKA at an unspecified date, prior to June 1962, travelled to China, Peking, Shanghai and North China.

The 1962 Prague telephone directory lists one Bohumil JIRKA as residing at 7 Roles U Smaltovny 16.